STRATHBUNGO SOCIETY
Minutes of Meeting
Monday 16th May 2011
Grianach
Attendance: Joanna Murphy, Lynne Flower, Amanda McDonald, Stephen Rees,
James Limb, Chris Kuhn, Jonathan Patrick, Laura Moodie

1

Apologies
Paola Rezzilli, Stephen Lamb, Emma Neilson, Andrew Downie, Matt
Moodie & Teresa Mooney

2

Minutes & matters arising
The vibrancy fund was not suitable, as we did not meet the criteria.

3

Finance
Lynne Flower, Treasurer reported that the current balance is £2007.17. She
said that the cost of the newsletter is still to come off. The £750 grant
application money came through so hopefully that will be transferred shortly

4

Event planning
Bungo in the Back Lanes:
Saturday the 18th of June


Joanna reported had emailed the list for the event in advance and
explained that we need to acknowledge the GCC on all the
flyers/posters. Contact been made to the following in relation to
police/fire, environmental health & food safety to inform them and we
are still waiting to hear about (Mulberry St) license. There was some
discussion about what items would sell well on the bungo stall and it
was agreed that mugs, badges, pens and bags would be the best
sellers. We are still waiting to hear back from the local shops
regarding donations.



Laura reported that the community interactive map was due to go
back upAction: Matt

There was some discussion about specific jobs that need to be done before
the event and the following was agreed:
To do









5

James- to look into somewhere that we can buy balloons and
whether they can do the bungo logo on them
Joanna & James- to look into prices for the items for selling on the
stall.
Amanda- to look into getting the logo transferred onto the high
visibility vests.
Joanna- to do stock check on what bags and t-shirts are at Stephen’s
Laura- will start drafting out a map of the stalls to go on the website. .
When newsletter goes out, we are expecting to hear back from more
local shops/businesses.
James- to write to councillors regarding when we will hear about
license
Joanna- to contact Careline to enquire whether they have a first aider
for event. Anticipating 999 people on the day so we would need at
least one first aider.
Jonathan- will devise a creative questionnaire to gather some
feedback and engage with the local community. Society to think up
some possible questions for the day

Communication
Website: Chris and Jonathan said that the viewing figures are averaging out
at about 200 a day. They encouraged everyone to continue to post
something every couple of days.
Sogo: was mentioned and there will probably be an article about it in the
next newsletter
There was some discussion about :


6

The bungo banner and everyone agreed to go with bungo, bungo ,
bungo as the logo but that the strathbungo society event & the
website should also be clearly visible.
Action: Laura to make changes and email to James

Entrust

The planning application has been approved, and funding is in place. It is
hoped that the work will commence by late 2011
7
Planning & licensing
There was some discussion about the application for a care home at the
recreation grounds. Everyone agreed that we should register an objection.
Action: James to follow this up and register an objection.

8

AOB:
Jonathan said that if anyone has anything to put on the blog closet to the
time he would put it on.
DOM: Monday the 13th of June, 7.30pm at Grianach.

